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1. Introduction

Strategic alliances — defined as “voluntary arrangements [among two or more organizations] involving the exchange, sharing, or co-development of products, technologies, or services” (Gulati, 1998: 293) — are common means for organizations to achieve goals that they could not achieve independently. Strategic alliances are formed to create value through the pooling of resources, and, as a consequence, provide alliance members with competitive advantages over competitors (Das & Teng, 2000; Hardy, Phillips & Lawrence, 2003). An example of a strategic alliance would be a consortium of firms (Braun, Electrolux, Hewlitt-Packard, and Sony Europe) that pool resources (e.g., expertise, money, and human capital) to develop new processes for recycling electronic equipment (Business and the Environment, 2003).

However, strategic alliances often fail to create their anticipated benefits (Gottschlag & Zollo, 2007; Kale, Dyer & Singh, 2002). Returning to the previous example, although all alliance members want to benefit from the success of the alliance generating new ways to recycle equipment, each alliance member also has an incentive to behave opportunistically and withhold investing in alliance activities (Gerard & Wilson, 2009) — either to gain the benefits of the alliance at no cost, or to preserve those investments for their individual firm’s use. The struggle within strategic alliances resides in the tension experienced by members between doing what is best for the alliance (i.e., cooperating and investing resources into the alliance); and doing what is best for themselves (i.e., competing and attempting to enjoy the benefits of alliance activities without paying for them) (Arrow, 1974; Hamel, 1991; Khanna, Gulati & Nohria, 1998).

In recent years, management scholars have begun to explore a social dilemma perspective to better understand this cooperation-competition tension in strategic alliances and how to address this tension (Zeng & Chen, 2003). A social dilemma is any situation where there is a
conflict between individual and collective interests (Dawes, 1980; Liebrand, 1983). In strategic alliances, the resources generated through resource pooling are analogous to a *public good*: a resource that, once produced, can be enjoyed by all alliance members without diminishing its benefits (Olson, 1965). The reduced costs and other potential benefits (e.g., enhanced reputation to stakeholders) of new recycling processes are examples of public goods (Tirole, 1996). The *non-excludability* and *non-rivalry* of public goods creates a social dilemma (Kollock, 1998), because alliance members are tempted to withhold contributing their resources toward the public good’s creation; but, if all, or enough, members withhold resources, the alliance fails and its members suffer; e.g., poor air quality and climate instability that diminishes quality of life for everyone in a region (Messick & Brewer, 1983).

The social dilemma perspective (Zeng & Chen, 2003) focuses on the psychological processes experienced by strategic alliance members and posits that the cooperation-competition tension may be relieved either by altering how members perceive the alliance structure (a *structural approach*) or altering how members perceive each other (a *motivational approach*). However, as posited by Zeng and Chen’s (2003) treatise on strategic alliance social dilemmas and corroborated empirically by Agarwal, Croson and Mahoney’s (2009) examination of alliance governance mechanisms, neither the structural nor motivational approach, by itself, is sufficient to manage the cooperation-competition tension; both, in combination, are necessary for enabling alliance success. Thus, applying the social dilemma perspective to strategic alliances highlights an important theoretical gap and research question: *What alliance governance mechanism helps navigate the cooperation-competition tension by altering how members both perceive the alliance and each other?*
The current paper addresses this theoretical gap and research question by proposing a real options approach to managing strategic alliance social dilemmas. A real option is a right – without an obligation – to invest resources (e.g., labor, money, time) toward a course of action at a future point in time (Dixit & Pindyk, 1994). The core propositions here are: When a strategic alliance acquires a real option, the alliance gains access to achieving a small win. The achievement of a small win in turn reduces the cooperation-competition tension by increasing trust and, as a consequence, decreasing perceived vulnerability among alliance members. The level of exposure (the amount of resources put at risk to acquire the real option) moderates this relationship between a small win and trust development.

2. Theoretical Framework

This section provides a theoretical framework for the constructs and relationships presented in this paper’s model. Section 2.1 reviews key definitions, forms of strategic alliance social dilemmas, and the structural and motivational approaches traditionally used for addressing the cooperation-competition tension. Section 2.2 considers the real options research literature and introduces the concept of collective real options and how a collective real option acts as a structural-motivational mechanism for governing the cooperation-competition tension in strategic alliance social dilemmas. Section 2.3 identifies trust and perceived vulnerability as two key psychological factors in influencing the cooperation-competition tension.

2.1. Strategic Alliance Social Dilemmas: Key Terms, Structures, and Approaches

In strategic alliance social dilemmas, cooperation occurs when an alliance member contributes private resources to further the alliance’s interest; e.g., contributing resources to develop new processes for recycling machinery and used merchandise (Dawes, 1980). Mutual cooperation occurs when all members of the strategic alliance cooperate by contributing toward
the alliance (Messick & Brewer, 1983). Defection occurs when a member furthers individual interests by not contributing toward the strategic alliance; e.g., refusing to contribute (or under-contributing) resources toward alliance initiatives (Dawes, 1980).

Strategic alliance social dilemmas have two fundamental forms: an n-prisoner’s dilemma and an assurance dilemma (McCarter & Northcraft, 2007). An “n-prisoner’s dilemma” occurs when an alliance member has the greatest incentive to compete (defect) against the other members irrespective of those other members’ actions (Rapoport & Chammah, 1965). Figure 1a provides an example of a five-member strategic alliance social dilemma with an n-prisoner’s dilemma structure. Defection is the most lucrative (and dominant) strategy for Member A in this form of social dilemma. An example of an alliance following an n-prisoner’s dilemma structure is a consortium where the quality of air and stability of the climate within a region is a linear function of the total amount of resources invested in alliance initiatives by the alliance members.

The second form of strategic alliance social dilemma is an assurance or “stag-hunt” dilemma and is shown in Figure 1b (Camerer & Knez, 1997; Skyrms, 2004). Free riding is impossible for Member A in this social dilemma structure because mutual cooperation is required for the public good to be produced and mutual cooperation among alliance members always yields the highest payoff for all members (Cortazar, 1997). However, cooperation in an assurance social dilemma only is attractive to an alliance member if that member is “assured” that all the other members will cooperate (Liebrand, 1983). Although economically mutual cooperation may be in the best interest for every alliance member, unilateral defection is often perceived as being in an alliance member’s best interest if assurance that others will cooperate is lacking (Franzen, 1995). An example of an alliance assurance dilemma would be a consortium where each member must supply unique resources (e.g., expertise, land, equipment) toward the
production of a new recycling process (Taylor & Ward, 1982). If even one alliance member chooses not to supply their resources then the technology is not produced and all members of the alliance (and public) suffer (and those who did supply their unique resources incur further losses such as lost hours of their personnel).

While free riding is impossible in assurance dilemmas, the fragility of mutual cooperation remains. In fact, the fragility of cooperation increases in assurance dilemmas because it only requires one defector for the alliance to fail: each member’s non-redundancy makes it difficult (if not impossible) for the cooperating alliance members to make up for any dearth of resources necessary for producing the public good. While these two types of strategic alliance social dilemmas differ in structure, the underlying tension remains the same: members face a choice between doing what is best for themselves (their own firm) or doing what is best for the alliance, and furthering self-interests undermines the alliance’s interest. Because of the focus on resolving this cooperation-competition tension, the propositions presented in this paper are not restricted to any one particular form of strategic alliance social dilemma.

The social dilemma perspective offers two approaches to alliance governance. The first is a structural (or *economic governance*) approach and focuses on altering how members perceive the nature of the social dilemma (Hennart, 1988; Kogut, 1991; Zeng & Chen, 2003). The structural approach entails managing the structure of the payoffs (the economic costs and benefits) associated with cooperation and defection to make cooperation more attractive and/or defection less attractive to alliance members. If cooperation is more attractive and/or defection less attractive, alliance members also will be less suspicious that other alliance members will
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defect. Examples of a structural approach include *altering the payoffs* in the alliance *ex ante* by requiring each alliance member to commit a valuable, non-returnable resource to the alliance, thereby removing an alliance member’s option to defect, and consequently eliminating free riding (Celly, Spekman & Kamauff, 1999; Gulati, Khanna & Nohria, 1994); or *issuing sanctions* such as contractually stipulated punishments for defection that would be applied *ex post* if an alliance member did not cooperate (Hardin, 1968; McCarter & Northcraft, 2007).

The structural approach, by itself, has some limitations (Zeng & Chen, 2003). For example, mutual cooperation in alliances with more than two members resembling an assurance game may be inherently unstable since it only takes one defector for the public good to be lost (Agarwal *et al.*, 2009; Franzen, 1995). Furthermore, introducing sanctions may exacerbate the cooperation-competition tension in strategic alliances. Such sanctions transform the dilemma from a moral decision (is it right to defect?) to a business decision (what are the costs and benefits of defecting?), and thus transform the focus from whether to defect to how to defect without getting found out (Tenbrunsel & Messick, 1999). Such sanctions also may motivate the punished to seek retribution on the punishers (Denant-Boemont, Masclet & Noussair, 2007).

The motivational (or *relational governance*) approach seeks to change how alliance members perceive each other while not altering the structure of the social dilemma (Zaheer & Venkatraman, 1995; Zeng & Chen, 2003). This approach entails governance mechanisms such as enhanced communication (Monge *et al.*, 1998) and group identification (Peteraf & Shanley, 1997) that facilitate trust among the alliance members (Dyer & Singh, 1998).

The motivational approach also, by itself, has limitations. For example, social psychology and political science research shows that creating a superordinate identity to enable mutual cooperation can backfire; members who have strong identities with multiple organizations and
groups (Polzer, Stewart & Simmons, 1999) may perceive superordinate identification initiatives as a threat to their own subgroup identities (Fiol, Pratt & O’Connor, 2009). In terms of communication, many alliances are composed of members who are geographically dispersed and rely on various electronic media (e.g., telephone, e-mail) to communicate. Aside from the increased possibility of members misinterpreting each others’ communications (Jarvenpaa & Leidner, 1999), media lacking in face-to-face richness can make it easier to deceive partners (Chen & Komorita, 1994; Farrell & Rabin, 1996) and even foster unfounded suspicions of untrustworthiness, further crippling mutual cooperation (Rockmann & Northcraft, 2008). In sum, neither governance approach, independently, may be sufficient to alleviate the cooperation-competition tension in strategic alliance social dilemmas, suggesting the need to identify a governance mechanism that incorporates both approaches. Applying a real options approach to strategic alliance social dilemmas begins to address this theoretical gap in the alliance literature.

2.2. Real Options

As noted earlier, a real option is an action taken in the present that creates an ability or opportunity to choose to invest more in the future or exit the investment (McGrath, Ferrier & Mendelow, 2004; Merton, 1998). Acquiring real options is an economically attractive strategy for firms when making investment decisions because real options reduce uncertainty about the investment. In doing so, real options create “psychological hedges” in the minds of the investor (Bazerman & Gillespie, 1999; Malhotra, 2005), whereby investors perceive themselves as less vulnerable to the negative effects of investment failure (Meyerson, Weick & Kramer, 1996).

While real options have a variety of forms (Trigeorgis, 1999), the current paper focuses on “time-to-build” real options. In using time-to-build options (also called growth or compound options) an individual firm’s investments in the strategic alliance come in (at least) two stages
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(Sing, 2002; Smit & Trigeorgis, 2004). The first stage is when the firm, facing high uncertainty from the environment, acquires the real option by investing a small amount of resources. This small initial investment in the first stage provides an opportunity to uncover additional information about the environment, so as to make a more informed decision in the second stage. The second stage is when the firm, having learned more about the environment, exercises the option of either investing additional resources or abandoning the venture. This ability to not invest all at once provides the firm with “strategic flexibility” to wait until additional information about the environment unfolds and make the second (larger) investment only if the returns on the initial investment are favorable (Li et al., 2007). A pilot project is an example of acquiring a time-to-build real option (Ziedonis, 2007). The firm makes an initial investment in a small version of the venture (the pilot project) to see whether further investments might hold promise; the firm then can exercise the real option created by the pilot project by making a second, additional investment in the venture if the results from the pilot project are favorable (Fawcett, Magnan & McCarter, 2008; Kim & Sanders, 2002). Therefore, in making the first investment, the time-to-build real option is acquired. In making the second investment, the time-to-build real option is exercised (Li et al., 2007).

2.2.1. Collective Real Options

Research on real options tends to view their acquisition as an individual-level decision and action (Kogut, 1991; Trigeorgis, 1999; Ziedonis, 2007). However, as Li et al. (2007) and Dixit and Pindyck (1994) suggest, real options may be acquired and exercised by collectives, e.g., strategic alliances. The current paper builds on this existing body of work of real options by introducing the idea of collective real options, and (for brevity) shall henceforth use the term collective real option in place of collective time-to-build real option.
Collective real options are distinct from the traditional conceptualization of real options in at least two ways. The first distinction is the level at which the real option is acquired. Traditional research on real options has examined how individual firms acquire real options to reduce uncertainty when making investment decisions (e.g., Bowman & Moskowitz, 2001). Collective real options are created by the collective (e.g., alliance) as a whole and later are available for exercise by each individual member of the collective (Pape & Schmidt-Tank, 2004). An example of an acquisition of a collective real option would be when a strategic alliance collectively chooses to preface a large-scale alliance initiative with a pilot project (Fawcett et al., 2008): the alliance members may first choose to develop a new process to recycle one particular kind of equipment and pilot its effects on a select region prior to agreeing to develop a large equipment recycling plant.

The concept of a collective real option is not new to the strategic alliance literature. Arend and Seale’s (2005) modeling of two-party alliances as an iterated two-person prisoner’s dilemma drew from the real options domain to explain when and why alliance members choose the “option to exit” the relationship when mutual cooperation becomes threatened. Bazerman and Gillespie’s (1999) work on contingency contracts runs parallel to the concept of collective real options. Contingency contracts are agreements where parties agree (as a collective) to invest small amounts of resources upfront with the opportunity to invest more in the future if conditions are favorable (Roberto, 2004). As suggested by these two works, acquiring collective real options enable members to uncover information about both the social and economic environment.

The second feature that distinguishes collective real options from a traditional real option is when the benefits of the real option are realized. Past research on time-to-build real options makes the assumption that their benefits are not realized until after all investments have been
made (e.g., Majd & Pindyk, 1987). However, as suggested by Dixit and Pindyck (1994) and Li et al. (2007), real options provide social – as well as economic – market information. Recent empirical work on technology outsourcing draws from the real options research literature to maintain that alliance members may make small initial investments as a strategy to uncover more information about each other before large amounts of resources are committed to the alliance (van de Vrande, Vanhaverbeke & Duysters, 2009). Here we maintain that collective real options enable an alliance to reduce uncertainty about its members and, in doing so, provide social benefits prior to the collective real option being exercised. The creation of social benefits from acquiring a collective real option can be better understood by utilizing a small wins framework.

2.2.2. Small Wins and Collective Real Options

Small wins are “concrete, complete, implemented outcome[s] of moderate importance” (Weick, 1984: 43). Small wins are concrete in that the individuals involved in the collective task know what was achieved; complete in that they are able to distinguish the results of the task from others in the future or past; and implemented such that the individuals can enjoy the benefits of a successful outcome.

The small wins framework was derived from the observation that most organizing efforts – e.g., strategic alliance initiatives – are high in complexity and uncertainty about the intents of others and outcomes of mutual cooperation (Weick, 1984). For example, the complexity of partner coordination and uncertainty about cooperative financing are ever-present barriers to collective action in developing new technologies such as renewable energy and resource recycling initiatives (Business Wire, 2005; Wilson & Douglass, 2007). The high complexity and uncertainty about the task and necessity of large-scale resource investment can lead to the parties involved being fearful about the likelihood of successful collective action, and this fear often
leads to individuals being likely to keep the status quo and take no collective action at all (Hobfoll, 1989, 1998). The small wins framework posits that breaking a large-scale collective effort up into two or more smaller collective efforts reduces the task’s complexity and uncertainty. As a consequence of reducing task complexity and uncertainty, parties are more likely to invest resources toward the smaller collective effort, giving them an opportunity to achieve a small win. The achievement of a small win propels the parties forward to achieve larger-scale collective efforts (Reay, Golden-Biddle & Germann, 2006).

Acquiring collective real options provides alliances an avenue to achieving the small win of mutual cooperation in strategic alliance social dilemmas (Kaufman & Kerr, 1993). By acquiring a collective real option – e.g., an alliance implementing a pilot project – the members reduce the complexity of the alliance’s main initiative and uncover more information about each other’s intentions (e.g., whether or not all members intend to cooperate). If mutual cooperation occurs while acquiring the collective real option – e.g., mutual investment of resources in a pilot project – then this mutual cooperation acts as a small win among the alliance members. The experience of a small win relieves the cooperation-competition tension inherent in strategic alliance social dilemmas through the development of trust and reduction of perceived vulnerability.

### 2.3. The Psychology of Collective Real Options in Strategic Alliances

This subsection identifies the psychological constructs of trust and perceived vulnerability as keys to understanding how the small wins when acquiring a collective real option relieves the cooperation-competition tension in strategic alliance social dilemmas.

#### 2.3.1. Trust

*Trust* is an “expectation that alleviates the fear that one’s exchange partner will act opportunistically” (Bardach & Eccles, 1989: 104). In strategic alliances, this positive
expectation equates to an alliance member anticipating that the other alliance members will contribute resources toward the producing the alliance’s public good; e.g., an alliance member anticipates that other alliance members will contribute resources toward the production of new recycling technology and initiatives (McCarter & Northcraft, 2007). Trust is consistently identified as a critical governance mechanism for fostering cooperation in strategic alliances (Gulati, 1995; Lado, Dant & Tekleab 2008; Young-Ybarra & Wiersema, 1999), with recent research focusing on how trust develops in strategic alliances (Gulati & Sytch, 2008).

Trust may be developed in a variety of ways (Kramer, 1999). Researchers from political science, psychology, and organizational theory maintain that anticipation of future interaction (“the shadow of the future”) develops trust among alliance parties, and, as a result, increases cooperation (Axelrod, 1984; Heide & Miner, 1992; Pruitt & Kimmel, 1977; Ring & Van de Ven, 1994). Strategy, organizational behavior, and social psychology scholars posit that trust develops through the aggregate effects of past encounters (“the shadow of the past”) (Gautschi, 2000; Gulati, 1995; Lewicki & Bunker, 1996; Sniezek, May, & Sawyer, 1990). A synthesis has been suggested by Boulding: “The human race is not merely pushed by past events or present circumstances, but it is also pulled by its own images of the future, into the future” (1978: 132). In merging these two approaches to trust building, recent research has empirically shown that it is the combination of the shadow of the past and the shadow of the future that fosters the highest amount of trust in collective efforts (Poppo, Zhou & Sungmin, 2008). As reasoned by this logic, past exchanges create trust, but this history is only relevant to the parties because they anticipate future interaction.

Research on strategic alliances – utilizing the shadow of the past and the shadow of the future – traditionally takes a behavioral approach to trust development (Deutsch, 1958), where it
is assumed that an individual rationally evaluates the past and the potential (future) behavioral patterns of a member to then determine whether to reciprocate in-kind (Gulati, 1995; Heide & Miner, 1992; Poppo et al., 2008). Recently, trust development scholars in organizational behavior have posited an alternative approach to trust development by focusing on the psychological processes involved in trust formation and suggesting that individuals not only examine whether their members cooperate or defect but also why their members chose to do so (Lewicki, Tomlinson & Gillespie, 2006). A fundamental insight from this psychological approach to trust development is that individuals interact with each other across a “breadth” or spectrum of activities and, as a consequence, may trust one another to do one thing but distrust one another to do another (Lewicki, McAllister & Bies, 1998). In other words, using a psychological approach to trust development, the question an alliance member asks is not only “Do I trust my members?” but “Do trust my members to do a certain thing” (Hardin, 1993). The answer to this question resides in understanding the nature of perceived vulnerability.

2.3.2. Perceived Vulnerability

Vulnerability (or risk) has been defined in a variety of ways (Alwang, Siegel & Jorgensen, 2001; March & Shapira, 1987; Mitchell, 1999). Consumer behaviorists conceptualize vulnerability as “an individual’s biased assessment of a risky situation” (Cho & Lee, 2006) where vulnerability is composed of the degree of variability in the outcome of the purchase (or investment) (Cox, 1967a) and the amount of resources that can be lost (Cunningham, 1967). Scholars studying managerial risk-taking define vulnerability as an individual’s assessed probability of an investment’s success and their confidence in that assessment (Sitkin & Pablo, 1992; Sitkin & Weingart, 1995). Trust researchers see vulnerability as a function of the social
environment or the extent to which an individual believes their resources are in danger of being exploited by others (Meyerson, Weick & Kramer, 1996).

The re-occurring feature in these conceptualizations is that vulnerability is an individual’s perception subject to situational, social and personal influences. In synthesizing these research literatures, the current paper defines perceived vulnerability as an individual’s assessment of vulnerability associated with taking a course of action, and this vulnerability is composed of uncertainty about the future behavior of others and/or the environment, and the amount of resources that are at stake. From this definition, perceived vulnerability contains two distinct, but related, elements: uncertainty and exposure.

In strategic alliances, uncertainty comes from two sources. Marketing and strategy literatures highlight the external, market environment as a source of uncertainty – e.g., uncertainty about the overall profitability of a market after entry (Folta, 1998; Li et al., 2007; Mitchell, 1999). Social dilemma and decision-theoretic frameworks term this type of uncertainty as environmental uncertainty (or performance risk) since it is concerned with elements of the “task environment” that are outside the control of the alliance members (Caplin & Leahy, 2001; Das & Teng, 1998; Wit et al., 2004). An example would be strategic alliance members being uncertain concerning the benefits of the new recycling process (Zwaniecki, 2008). Real options research traditionally focuses on this type of uncertainty and how it may be reduced through acquiring real options (e.g., McGrath & Nerkar, 2004; Oriani & Sobrero, 2008). Organizational and social psychologists identify human behavior as an additional source of uncertainty (Sniezek et al., 1990; Zand, 1972). Social dilemma and organizational scholars refer to the lack of information about the behavior of others as social uncertainty (or relational risk) (Das & Teng, 1998;
1996; Komorita & Parks, 1995; Messick, Allison & Samuelson, 1988). These two types of uncertainty – separate or combined – create the uncertainty element of perceived vulnerability.

The second element of perceived vulnerability is exposure, or the amount an individual alliance member must risk losing in proportion to their total wealth for achieving the benefits from investment (Cho & Lee, 2006; Cunningham, 1967). If an alliance member, for example, is asked to contribute 90 (10) percent of their total wealth toward the public good, then this alliance member is considered to experience relatively high (low) exposure (Lubell, 2004). Taken together, both exposure and uncertainty compose an individual alliance member’s perceived vulnerability about an investment situation in collective action.

In summary, strategic alliances face a social dilemma where alliance members experience tension between doing what is best for themselves versus what is best for the alliance. Collective real options enable strategic alliance members to find out more information about the social and task environments. When mutual cooperation occurs in the acquisition of the collective real option, the strategic alliance members experience a small win. The achievement of a small win reduces uncertainty inherent in how a member perceives their vulnerability in the alliance.

3. The Model

First we try, then we trust!

– Sean Connery from the film Entrapment (1999)

As suggested by the above quotation, collective real options enable strategic alliance members to “first try” to see if they can trust one other prior to making full investments in the alliance. If there is mutual cooperation when the alliance acquires the real option, then this mutual cooperation acts as a small win thereby increasing trust among the alliance members. The increase of trust among the alliance members reduces the social uncertainty element of perceived vulnerability, and, as a consequence, members are more willing to cooperate by
contributing resources toward the strategic alliance. The relationship between small wins of acquiring the real option and the formation of trust is moderated by the members’ exposure when acquiring the real option. Figure 2 provides a conceptual roadmap outlining these relationships.

---

Insert Figure 2 about here
---

3.1. Small Wins of Mutual Cooperation and Trust

The small wins from mutual cooperation in acquiring the collective real option create high trust among alliance members. Theory building on trust in strategic alliances references the real options research literature as holding promise in understanding how “incremental resource commitments” among alliance members could increase trust among alliance members (Das & Teng, 1998: 504). Bazerman and Gillespie’s reflection on the use of contingency contracts among alliance members maintains that such contracts can increase trust among contracting parties because it provides them with a “safety net” to exit the relationship if an “agreement goes unexpectedly awry” while an opportunity to enhance the relationship if the agreement goes well (1999: 159). When a strategic alliance acquires a collective real option through mutual cooperation, the small win of mutual cooperation creates an exchange history among the parties (Gulati, 1995) who also intend to work together in the future (Heide & Miner, 1992). As a result, “predictability” about others’ future behavior increases (Weick, 1984) and trust, as a consequence, is enhanced (Sniezek et al., 1990; Vangen & Huxham, 2003). This logic leads to the first proposition.

**Proposition 1:** Members in strategic alliances who experience the small wins of mutual cooperation when acquiring the collective real option will experience higher trust compared to members in strategic alliances who do not experience small wins of mutual cooperation in acquiring the collective real option.
3.2. Trust and Perceived Vulnerability

Trust will be a critical psychological factor in determining the level of perceived vulnerability that a member experiences in a strategic alliance. When trust is high, social uncertainty about the intentions of past and future behavior of others is minimized (Kollock, 1994). A decrease in social uncertainty makes an individual less fearful that their investment will be lost because of free riding and defensive defection (Schnake, 1991; Sniezek et al., 1990). Vulnerability is therefore reduced among alliance members. Trust will mediate the relationship between small wins of mutual cooperation in acquiring the collective real option and perceived vulnerability.

**Proposition 2:** As trust among members increases in a strategic alliance, perceived vulnerability experienced by those members decreases.

3.3. Exposure when Acquiring the Collective Real Option and Trust Development

Recent research on trust development in strategic alliances suggests that it is not the amount of history among members that develop trust, but rather the quality of that history (Gulati & Sytch, 2008). The psychological approach to trust development helps explain this position (Lewicki et al., 2006). At high levels of exposure when acquiring the collective real option, a strategic alliance member is more likely to experience higher perceived vulnerability from social uncertainty (Cho & Lee, 2006; Hobfoll, 1998). As a result of experiencing heightened perceived vulnerability, the member will be inclined to under-invest in the acquisition of the collective real option. As a consequence of this under-investment, the opportunity for achieving the small win of mutual cooperation is less likely. The unsuccessful achievement of a small win when acquiring the collective real option will keep trust low among alliance members. Trust will be low because the unsuccessful achievement of mutual cooperation creates a trust breach,
decreasing a member’s trust in the other members’ intentions to contribute toward the strategic alliance (Lount, Zhong & Murnighan, 2007; Stout, 2008).

Considering the potential negative outcome of high exposure, an initial strategy to elicit high contribution toward alliance public goods may be to ask for very small amounts (have minimal exposure) when acquiring the collective real option to develop high trust among alliance members. However, several bodies of work suggest that low exposure when acquiring the collective real option may also undermine the development of trust, even when the small wins of mutual cooperation are realized in acquiring the collective real option. Some trust scholars, for example, propose that without “enough vulnerability” among parties, trust cannot successfully form (Das & Teng, 1998; Mayer, Davis & Schoorman, 1995; Ribstein, 2000). Social psychology research on foot-in-the-door technique shows that while getting an individual to make a small initial investment increases the likelihood of them complying to invest more in the future (Dillard, Hunter & Burgoon, 1984; Freedman & Fraser, 1966), future compliance to larger requests is most likely when the initial request is moderate compared to low (Segilman, Bush & Kirsch, 1976).

Relatedly, attribution theory suggests that individuals attribute other’s behavior to either internal or external causes and predicts that causal attributions of an individual’s performance on tasks is a function of the task’s perceived difficulty (Heider, 1958). If an individual performs well on a task, internal sources (e.g., personal ability and attitude) are less likely to be “discounted” and performance is more likely to be attributed to external sources (e.g., the ease of the task) when tasks are perceived as easy compared to when they are perceived as difficult (Kelley, 1973). This difference suggests that when alliance members contribute small amounts of resources toward the acquisition of a collective real option that such cooperation behavior is more likely to be attributed to the easiness of the low exposure rather than to the good intentions
(or trustworthiness) of the alliance members (Malhotra & Murnighan, 2002). Empirical results from experimental social psychology support this position in regards to trust development. Using the “Trust Game” in a laboratory setting, Pillutla, Malhotra, and Murnighan (2003) found that small offers from the sender were attributed by receivers as signals of low trust, while receivers attributed larger offers as signals of high trust from the sender. In other words, the extent to which an individual invests in another individual affects how their investment is perceived. Therefore, the current paper proposes the following propositions:

**Proposition 3:** As exposure in acquiring the collective real option decreases, the likelihood of investment by alliance members to realize a small win of mutual cooperation increases.

**Proposition 4:** Exposure in acquiring the collective real option will moderate the relationship between small wins and trust such that small wins of mutual cooperation will have less of an effect on trust among alliance members when exposure is low than when exposure is high.

**Proposition 5:** There will be a curvilinear relationship between exposure in the acquisition of the collective real option and trust among alliance members such that trust will be high at moderate levels of exposure and low at both low and high levels of exposure.

### 3.4. Perceived Vulnerability and Cooperation in Strategic Alliances

Perceived vulnerability negatively affects a member’s willingness to contribute resources toward the strategic alliance. In social dilemmas, an individual experiences high perceived vulnerability from uncertainty (about others or the value of cooperation) and the fact they must sacrifice resources that cannot be returned. Resource conservation theories maintain that, when an individual perceives that their resources are threatened with a potential, irreversible loss, they experience stress or perceived vulnerability, and, therefore seek to avoid the threat by selecting a course of action that minimizes the likelihood that their resources will be lost (Hobfoll, 1989, 1998). Consumer purchasing theories make a similar prediction about individuals facing risky
investments: high perceived risk (or vulnerability) in an investment motivates individuals to engage in “risk reduction strategies” – one of which is avoiding the investment (Cases, 2002; Cox, 1967b). In social dilemma terms, this strategy is equivalent to not contributing (or under-contributing) toward the alliance public good. This logic leads to the following:

**Proposition 6:** An alliance member will be less likely to contribute toward the alliance’s interests when perceived vulnerability it high compared to when perceived vulnerability is low.

To review, a collective real option creates the opportunity for strategic alliances to achieve the small wins of mutual cooperation. These small wins build trust, and high trust increases an alliance member’s willingness to contribute towards the alliance by lowering perceived vulnerability. Exposure in the acquiring of the collective real option directly affects the likelihood of mutual cooperation and also moderates the relationship between mutual cooperation and the development of trust among alliance members. Combining these exposure effects suggests a curvilinear relationship between exposure and the formation of trust in strategic alliances.

**4. Discussion**

Taking a real options approach to navigating strategic alliance social dilemmas provide several insights to strategic management. First, a real options approach to governing the cooperation-competition tension provides an understanding about how an alliance may be restructured to not only psychologically alter how members think about the alliance but also how members think about each other (Kollock, 1998; Zeng & Chen, 2003). Recent empirical research finds that neither structural nor motivational governance mechanisms suffice in managing the cooperation-competition tension (Agarwal et al., 2009; Prahinski & Benton, 2004). Uncertainty in the *social* environment is just as crucial to management in strategic alliances as uncertainty in the *market* environment. Real options enable strategic alliance members to not only hedge risk
from the market environment, but also to hedge risk from the social environment by allowing members to “first try, then trust” each other on larger alliance initiatives.

A second contribution to the strategic alliance research literature is in regards to trust formation. Strategic alliance research has assumed trust develops in a linear fashion, only recently finding that a period of “ambivalence” exists among members in the early stages of the alliance (Gulati & Sytch, 2008). The current paper maintains that one of the reasons for this period of ambivalence may be that alliance members are increasing the “breadth” of their relational experiences (Lewicki et al., 1998) to not trust too early and misattribute each others’ cooperative actions to the ease of the task (low exposure) rather than a product of the amount of trust in the alliance (Malhotra & Murnighan, 2002). Strategic alliances that use collective real options as a means to develop trust, therefore, must search out the “happy medium” whereby alliance members perceive that the amount of exposure experiences is enough to elicit the development of trust, but not so much to discourage investment in the real option.

This paper also provides several contributions to the study of real options. First, the real option literature has primarily examined how firms individually use real options in investments (Li et al., 2007). However, the current paper emphasizes that real options may be used strategically in collective efforts (Busby & Pitts, 1997). Indeed, collective real options can increase trust and, as a result, foster cooperation by decreasing perceived vulnerability among alliance members.

A second contribution to the real options literature is the challenge of the assumption that time-to-build real option benefits cannot be realized until after all stages of investment have been made (Majd & Pindyck, 1987). This assumption may hold if we assume those benefits are only monetary (Trigeorgis, 1999). However, the model in the current paper considers the social (e.g.,
information about other members’ intent) and economic benefits (e.g., monetary returns from the pilot project and future monetary returns from the full-scale investment in new recycling technology) are available before full investment. Considering that with whom we invest can be just as important as in what we invest (Adabor, 2006), knowing the social benefits of real options provides individuals with valuable information that affects both their social and investment behavior.

Lastly, this paper advances our conceptualization of small wins. While Weick’s (1984) framework has provided explanation concerning how large scale strategic alliance initiatives are achieved (Reay et al., 2006), the framework gives little consideration about how the size of the small win makes a difference for motivating cooperation. The propositions in the current paper maintains that the size of the small win matters because if the small win is “too small” then alliance members may not be convinced that future cooperation shall result in large-scale benefits.

5. Conclusion

It has been said by some that, “What we accomplish together will benefit many” (Stewart, 2001: 1). Unfortunately, these benefits of working together can be elusive because strategic alliances create social dilemmas in which individuals may withhold contribution because they perceive themselves as potentially vulnerable to others’ opportunistic behavior (Williamson, 1991). Drawing from strategy, social psychology and organization science, the current paper presents a structural-motivational approach to governing the competition-cooperation tension in strategic alliances. Collective real options provide alliance members the chance to first try and then trust each other before undertaking large-scale public goods production. Using a real options approach enables us to explain how an appropriately-sized small win is the first step toward completing the long journey toward strategic alliance members successfully working together.
Footnotes

1 Public goods come in two forms (Cornes & Sandler, 1996). Pure public goods are resources that are available to anyone in a society or similar large-scale collective; e.g., a nation, community, or city. Examples of pure public goods include public radio, national defense, and lighthouses. Private public goods (or club goods) are resources that are available to anyone within a smaller-scale collective such as a strategic alliance or work team. Examples of private public goods include new technologies and processes developed in strategic alliances and generic advertising campaigns (e.g., “Got milk?” and “Beef, it’s what for dinner!”) in a particular industry. In this second instance, the private public good is public to a smaller specified collective (e.g., members of an alliance) while being privatized from a larger specified collective (e.g., the entire populace of a city). While this paper’s model is not limited to either form of public good, it refers to examples of private public goods and uses the abbreviated term public good to remain consistent with the types of public goods discussed in the literature on strategic alliance social dilemmas (e.g., Agarwal et al., 2009; McCarter & Northcraft, 2007; Zeng & Chen, 2003).

2 Most past research utilizing the prisoners’ dilemma to understand inter-organizational relations limit the paradigm to a two-partner prisoners’ dilemma; e.g., joint ventures, buyer-supplier relations (e.g., Heide & Miner, 1992). This paper, however, is particularly interested in strategic alliances where the number of partners exceeds two because such a situation is common in strategic alliances (Rokkan & Buvik, 2003) and the presence of three or more partners provides the opportunity for partners to free ride (Komorita & Parks, 1995).

3 It is important to remember, however, that aside from social uncertainty there is also environmental uncertainty or uncertainty about the benefits of mutual cooperation (Das & Teng, 1996). Recent research on social and environmental uncertainty in social dilemmas suggests that alliance members may still defect in the presence of unfavorable market environments, irrespective of the level of social uncertainty among alliance partners (McCarter, Northcraft & Rockmann, 2008). The propositions made in the current paper assumes that the market environment revealed from acquiring the real option provides strategic alliance members with a favorable future and therefore focuses on the wins of mutual cooperation to as to reduce uncertainty in the social environment.

4 Of course, it is possible that members of an alliance could cooperate and achieve mutual cooperation with the intent of opportunistically defecting later. Such a strategy is analogous to the “investor confidence game” (Stout, 2008) where an individual gradually builds confidence with others only to opportunistically defect later for a larger purse.
(a) *Five-Member Prisoner’s Dilemma*  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of other alliance members that cooperate</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Member A's decision</td>
<td>Cooperate</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Defect</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) *Five-Member Assurance Dilemma*  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of other alliance members that cooperate</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Member A's decision</td>
<td>Cooperate</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Defect</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from Franzen (1995: 190).

**Figure 1: Two strategic alliance social dilemma structures**
Figure 2: A conceptual model of a real options approach to strategic alliance social dilemmas
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